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Evaluation / Feedback of the week     :

• Did we enjoy the week     ? Why     ?

The teachers appreciate the week, because it was possible for the students to

work by group. They could use their capacities about video making, scripts writing

and acting. 

In second time, they enjoy the very clear and good conference by Doctor Butter,

which explains clearly what were Fake News and Conspiracy Theories.  It  was a

good  beginning  for  this  week.  It  was  an  perfect  basis  to  construct  the  video's

projects. 

We thanks the team which prepare all of the documents about « Research Material »

and « Film project ». It was precious.

The pupils appreciate because :

– It allowed to meet new people and discover new things.

– It was funny to speek english and to make videos. 

– It changes of classical courses. 

– It's brought each other closer. 

– Someone discover what is an european project. 

– They improved their english and learned new words / vocabulary. 



– They enjoy to speak with other students. But it was quite short.

• What did you prefer in the activities     ?

The teachers conclues that Thursday was rich. This was the moment where

students  could  applicate  their  knowledges  about  Fake  News  and  conspiracy

theories. Our students used what they learned in their Informatic courses and we

were very impressed by their facilities during the making of. 

We appreciate the repartition between Visio and activities in group. It was easier to

follow the week with different activities. All of the students appreciate to make their

own stories and videos. It was a creative and funny activity. We regret that there was

not enough time for sharing between the europeans. 

• What was difficult for you     ?

It was difficult to communicate through Zoom, because of Internet disturbing

(sound,  line...).  We  met  some  comprehension  problems,  and  realize  how  it  is

precious to meet other countries, other langages, other cultures. 

• What did you learn from the project     ?

Every year, we learn more and more about Fake news, with different points of

view. The students estime that it is sometimes difficult to differenciate Fake news

from conspiracy theories. Consequently, they like the explanations. 

We learnt  about  video making,  leading a  video project  (script,  production,

post-production). It was great to challenging. It was possible for us to experiment

group's working and improve our english. 

• Would you participate to another Erasmus project     ?

We will  appreciate  to  conduct  an  another  project  through  a  participation,

during an European trip. It was so sad that we couldn't come in Germany. But the

result is good. So the next time, face to face will be huge. 


